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Abstract
In 2011, the International Association of Port and Harbors (IAPH) published the report
'Seaports and Climate Change – Analysis of Adaptation Measures', which was worked out
by the engineering consultant AQUADOT on behalf of and in cooperation with the
Hamburg Port Authority (HPA). The report shall serve as a guideline for port
authorities, terminal operators and port planners to identify locally relevant climate
change impacts on seaports and to develop appropriate climate change adaptation
measures.
On basis of the IAPH-report the HPA compiled a case study on climate change impacts
on the Port of Hamburg. Vulnerability can be described by three components: exposure,
sensitivity and adaptation capacity. As a first step, local climate projections for
Hamburg have been analysed and outlined. Then, design criterions for construction of
quay walls, flood protection, roads, railways, bridges, drainage systems etc. in the Port
of Hamburg have been checked against the projected climate changes to identify
sensitivity and adaptive capacity of port assets. The findings of these analyses can be
implemented in the development planning of the Port of Hamburg.
Main results of the IAPH-Report 'Seaports and Climate Change'
implementation in the case study of the Port of Hamburg are presented.

and

their
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conditions. Therefore, early involvement
of climate change aspects in planning
processes of seaports is important in
order to relieve or avoid expected
resource constraints.

I. Introduction
Seaports play a major role in the
seaborne transport system, being the
interface between transport, storage and
production as well as different transportation modes like transshipment, inland
navigation, rail and road transportation.
Climate change bears the potential to
impact technical infrastructure significantly and persistently. The effects will
probably be widespread and costly in
contrast to influences of regionally and
temporary
acting
extreme
weather

Due to their location at the intersection
between sea and land, marine facilities
are most vulnerable to changes of all
water related parameters like mean
relative sea level, storm water levels,
wind waves and swell, tidal regime,
sedimentation
rates,
waterborne
immigration of species, water salinity
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and acidity. Furthermore, seaports can
also be affected directly by temperature,
precipitation and wind changes with
respect to e.g. cooling system energy
demands, terminal pavement durability,
storm-water drainage system capacity,
empty container storage heights etc.
Climate change will have an influence on
all of these aspects, as the following
examples illustrate:
• Poor subsoil conditions often require
extensive foundation works. A link
between climate and subsoil bearing
capacity exists especially in permafrost areas, where thawing may result
in severe foundation problems.
• Sea level rise may necessitate the
relocation of facilities or expensive
protection measures not only on
terminals and storage areas but also
with respect to road and railway links.
• Increasing occurrence frequency of
extreme sea states may increase the
operational risks of existing harbor
facilities and infrastructures, which
were designed and built based on
historical observations.

and operation and to develop appropriate
climate change adaptation measures.
Main
results
of
the
IAPH-Report
'Seaports and Climate Change' and their
implementation in a case study of the
Port of Hamburg are presented.
II.

Climate Change

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) is the leading scientific
body for the assessment of climate
change, established by the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) and the
World Meteorological Organization (WMO).
In 2007 the IPCC published the Fourth
Assessment Report (AR4). The previous
report AR3 was released in 2001 and the
successive report AR5 is announced for
the year 2014. The information on
observed and projected climate change is
based on the Fourth Assessment Report
[2], [3].
Observations executed within the last 50
to 100 years clearly show changes in
global and regional air and ocean
temperature, sea level rise, precipitation
patterns, and a decrease in Arctic sea ice
extent, mountain glacier volume and snow
cover as well as an increase in thaw
depths of permafrost grounds [2]. Further
and even stronger changes are projected
for the 21st century. The processes will
continue beyond the 21st century but
projections are quite uncertain up to now.
In particular, some of the processes
potentially influencing sea level rise
need a more detailed analysis.

Already
today,
significant
climate
changes are observed, both global and
regional scale, and increased changes are
anticipated in the mid- and long-term.
Because of their sensitivity to changes in
mean sea water level, ice cover as well as
extreme weather events, seaports need to
be prepared to adapt access channels,
terminals, infrastructure and facilities
in order to be able to successfully
operate in future.
On behalf of and in cooperation with the
Hamburg
Port
Authority
(HPA)
the
Engineering Consultant AQUADOT 1 [1]
worked out a study on seaports and
climate change for the International
Association of Port and Harbors (IAPH).
The study shall serve as guideline for
port authorities, terminal operators as
well as port planners to identify locally
relevant climate change impacts on and
vulnerabilities of seaport development

Climate change shows a very diverse
spatial distribution. Therefore, port
planning and port operation management
can only be based on regional climate
change projections. These are based on
global
model
results
and
include
downscaling approaches and techniques.
Regional climate change statements are
generally less reliable than the global
ones as every additionally used model
delivers additional uncertainties. Even
though the reliability of regional
climate change projections is increasing
with
advances
in
modeling
and

1

AQUADOT is represented by the University of
Applied Sciences, Institute for Hydraulic and
Coastal Engineering
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impact on operation
nal risks of these
e
facilities.

understan
nding of physical processes
s of
the clim
mate system [2], signific
cant
uncertain
nties have to be exp
pected also
o in
the comin
ng decades
s.
III.

Ta
able 1. Differences in porrt authorities' planning
hor
rizons and li
ifetimes of p
port superstr
ructure and
infrastru
ucture

Intr
roduction

Restrictiions
for
r
asses
ssment
and
manageme
ent of clim
mate chang
ge challen
nges
to seapor
rts are manifold
m
as
a it is s till
difficult to relia
ably pred
dict clim
mate
change efffects and
d to deal with
w
the llong
time span
ns climate change re
efers to. So
ome
of the ma
ain restric
ctions are the follow
wing:
 Limited
d climate change awareness
s: A
survey amongst 93 port
t authorit
ties
conduct
y in
ted by the Stanford University
2010 [4]] show tha
at the majority of p
port
authoriities are concerne
ed about the
possiblle impact of sea level
l
rise on
yet
planning
port
but
ar
re
not
implementing any adaptation measu
ures
in their
r planning
g processes
s.
 Lack o
of informa
ation: Cliimate cha
ange
project
tions are done on the basis
s of
scenariio-based climate change
c
mo
odel
calcula
ations,
w
whereas
these
c
calculatio
ons are maiinly execu
uted on glo
obal
scale.
Additiionally,
import
tant
process
ses are partly not
n
prope
erly
include
ed in the calculations yet, llike
melting
g processe
es of arctiic land ice
e in
sea lev
vel rise projection
p
ns. Therefo
ore,
often n
no reliablle regional and lo
ocal
scale iinformatio
on on poss
sible clim
mate
change challenge
es is availa
able.
 Differences
in
plannin
ng
horizo
ons:
Climate
e change projectio
ons refer to
time sp
pans of de
ecades to centuries
s. In
contras
st, today's
s port mas
ster plans are
laid out for a tim
me span of at the m
most
15 to 2
25 years, whereas most mas
ster
plans h
have a 5 to 10 years horiizon
(Table 1
1). Therefo
ore, many port
p
plann
ners
perceiv
ve that impacts of clim
mate
change will not strike
s
eve
en their m
most
far-rea
the
aching plans. In contrast,
c
lifetimes of port
t assets ar
re most offten
much lo
onger than
n the plann
ning horiz
zons
in port
ts. Long living ass
sets are e.g.
breakwa
aters, qu
uay walls, and fllood
protect
tion
measures.
Therefo
ore,
climate
e change will
w
surel
ly have so
ome
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 Treatment
T
of
unc
certainty::
Uncertaint
U
ties
of
climate
change
e
s as welll as ch
projection
p
hanges in
n
prediction
p
s will ha
ave to be accepted
d
not
n
only today
t
but also in fu
uture. Alll
planning
p
must
m
be do
one on th
he base off
scenarios
s
as no p
precise values
v
on
n
climate
c
change
paramete
ers
are
e
available.
a
 Financial
F
aspects:
a
C
Considerin
ng limited
d
financial resources
r
in the pr
rivate and
d
public
p
sec
ctor, the a
approval of costly
y
investment
ts in portts is often hard to
o
achieve
a
and the inve
estments have
h
to be
e
justified by econo
omical da
ata. This
s
conflicts
c
with the fact that climate
e
change
c
pre
edictions are still imprecise
e
regional
on
especially
e
scale..
Neverthele
N
ess, adapta
ation issue
es have to
o
be
b taken into
i
accou
unt partic
cularly in
n
the
t
planni
ing of lon
ng-living climatesensitive
s
facilities
s, which are most
t
vulnerable
v
to clima
ate chang
ge effects
s
due
d
to thei
ir long life
etime.
IV. Climate
Change
vity
and
d
Sensitiv
Ada
aptive Capacity Anallyses for Seaports
S
It is
i difficult to make general st
tatements
s
on the vulnerability
y of sea
aports to
o
clim
mate chan
nge. In so
ome cases
s, already
y
tod
day climat
te change r
related pr
roblems in
n
sea
aports ar
re obviou
us, like changing
g
pro
operties of perm
mafrost soils
s
and
d
rel
lated foundation problems in high
h
lat
titudes. Ot
ther clima
ate change impacts
s
wil
ll
influe
ence
por
rt
plann
ning
and
d
ope
eration in
n a later
r stage because in
n
2
sho
ort and mid-term only mino
or effects
s
of climate change
c
ar
re effectiv
ve or the
e
2

Short-term:
S
up to 15 ye
ears, mid-term: up to 30
0
year
rs, long-term
m: up to 100 y
years

surges, sea level rise, changes of wind
direction distribution
6. Projected impacts of climate change
without
preparedness
action,
e.g.
foundation and structural problems,
increase in port operation downtime,
lack of terminal or storage space,
increase in flooding damages
7. Degree of system sensitivity to climate
change, e.g. high, moderate, low,
uncertain

vulnerability of the system 'seaport' to
the respective climate trend is only
marginal. Additionally, ports located at
the open sea have to bear other loads
than estuary or lock-separated ports.
The sensitivity of cargo handling with
respect to wind and wave loads differs
with cargo type.
Vulnerability can be described by three
components: exposure, sensitivity and
adaptation capacity. The determination
of the exposure of a specific port has to
be based on an analysis of climate change
impacts on a regional scale. Then, a
sensitivity analysis and an adaptive
capacity analysis have to be conducted
for the port as a whole or for particular
port assets. Combining the findings of
these
analyses
will
result
in
a
quantification of the vulnerability of the
seaport to climate change impacts.

Adaptive Capacity Analysis

Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis will examine the
following aspects:
1. System of interest, e.g. breakwater,
quay wall, flood protection, terminal
infrastructure
and
superstructure,
drainage system, storage area, hinterland connection
2. System
planning
parameters,
e.g.
functional
and
structural
design,
operation characteristics, lifecycle
aspects, state-of-the-art aspects
3. Current relevant climate conditions
affecting the system in the planning
area, e.g. cold and long lasting winters,
hot summers, often and intensive storm
surges, heavy precipitation
4. Existing stresses under current climate
conditions,
e.g.
coastal
erosion
problems, high sedimentation rates,
flooding, extended operation downtime
due to wave action, limitations to port
operation due to high algae growth
rates in spring and summer
5. Projected change of relevant climate
conditions
(including
climate
conditions that will become relevant
due to projected changes) in the short-,
mid- and long-term, e.g. rise of air and
water temperature, more intense storm
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The adaptive capacity analysis will
address the following issues:
1. System of interest, e.g. breakwater,
quay wall, flood protection, terminal
infrastructure
and
superstructure,
drainage system, storage area, hinterland connection
2. System
planning
parameters,
e.g.
functional
and
structural
design,
operation characteristics, lifecycle
aspects, state-of-the-art aspects
3. Ability of the system to cope with
climate change effects, e.g. changes in
the tidal regime accompanied by
stronger tidal currents may lead to
scour deepening at existing quay walls,
yet being in a range not affecting the
structural strength of the construction
4. Obstacles to a system’s ability to cope
with climate change effects, e.g.
 Legal
regulations,
e.g.
national
borders limiting a required port
extension / relocation to adopt to
new
climate
situations;
environmental
regulations
restricting dredging works required
to balance higher sedimentation
rates due to changes in tidal regime
in an estuary
 Limited management flexibility due
to a high number of competing
requirements, like navigation and
port
services,
flood
control,
irrigation supply, water quality,
protection of endangered species,
cooling purposes, recreation
 Limited management flexibility due
to
geographic
situation,
e.g.
relocation in case of significant sea

chains have to be considered in the
assessment of climate change impacts.

level rise may not be possible
because of a hilly hinterland
5. Existing stresses and constraints
limiting
the
system
ability
to
accommodate climate changes, e.g.
existing overload with respect to e.g.
structural stability or flooding levels,
lack of terminal or storage space, lack
of financial means
6. Effectiveness and success of efforts
already undertaken to deal with
climate changes (or other challenges),
e.g. analysis of structural weak points,
managing plans

VI. Climate Change Sensitivity of Port
Assets and Adaptation Measures
Accurate predictions of regional climate
change impacts on design and operation
of seaports are currently not available,
and will be difficult to attain in future.
Nevertheless, as constructions designed
today may be subject to changing loads
due to climate change during their
lifetime, considering climate change
predictions is essential already now.
Design loads like extreme water levels
and wave heights are often defined by
statistical return periods, e.g. 50-year
wave height or 100-year high water level.
Climate change impact may change a
former 100-year return period to a 70or 40-year-return period with the effect
of a significant increase in the failure
risk of the construction. Therefore,
consideration of climate change effects
in
port
planning
and
investment
schedules should rather start now than
tomorrow. As accurate regional climate
change predictions are not yet available,
probable scenarios have to be defined as
a planning tool for today's port
construction and future port operation

V. Climate Change Impacts on Seaports
Due to their location at the intersection
between sea and land, marine facilities
are most vulnerable to changes of all
water related parameters like mean
relative sea level, storm water levels,
wind waves and swell, tidal regime,
sedimentation
rates,
waterborne
immigration of species, water salinity
and acidity. Furthermore, seaports can
also be affected directly by temperature,
precipitation and wind changes with
respect to e.g. empty container storage
heights, terminal pavement durability
and stormwater drainage system capacity,
cooling system energy demands etc.

The adaptation of seaports to climate
change requires proper sensitivity and
adaptive capacity analyses of specific
port systems referring to locally
anticipated
climate
change
effects.
Within the present study, general remarks
will be given to the following four port
asset categories:
• Basic port infrastructure like maritime
access
channel,
port
entrance,
protective
works
and
hinterland
connection
• Operational port infrastructure like
inner port channels and port basins,
quay walls and port internal traffic
systems
• Port superstructure like pavements,
drainage system, stacking areas, tank
farms, silos, and warehouses

Phenomena of climate change and their
possible opportunities and risks for
seaports are manifold. In some cases a
potential improvement or worsening of
the situation can only be assessed in a
case by case manner. For example changes
in the wind direction distribution may
reduce or increase sedimentation in the
port access channel and in harbor basins.
Furthermore, a change of one parameter
due to climate change may also result in
changes of other parameters not directly
linked to climate change impacts. For
example, an increase in sea level due to
climate change potentially enlarges the
water depth in an estuary serving as a
port access but also influences the tidal
regime, which may lead to larger
quantities of sediment in the access
channel and eventually smaller water
depths. Often quite complex process
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• Port equipment like ship and shore
handling equipment, as well as cargo
handling and storage equipment

Main impacts of climate change on
construction and operation of maritime
access channels are given in Table 2.

In the following, some examples of
climate change impacts and possible
adaptation
measures
in
planning,
construction and operation of maritime
access channels, breakwaters and jetties
as well as quay walls, piers and dolphins
are given.

In estuaries climate change risks with
respect to maritime access channels are
expected mainly due to an increase in
sedimentation and thus a decrease in
water
depth.
Changes
in
sediment
transport are generally difficult to
predict and countermeasures may be
designed rather in a reactive manner, and
hardly in advance. Shorter maintenance
dredging intervals are the most common
countermeasure. Depending on the result
of a detailed investigation of the
hydrology
and
sedimentology,
the
construction of training structures
influencing currents may be useful.

Maritime Access Channel
The design of the maritime access channel
regarding length, width and run is
strongly dependent on the port location
with respect to open sea, estuary or
waters with large tidal range. Often,
water depth in the port access channel is
not sufficient for larger vessels entering
the port and the required water depth has
to be guaranteed by rock drilling and
blasting or dredging (both investment and
maintenance
dredging)
as
well
as
supporting constructions like groins and
training structures, the latter being
mainly used in estuary ports.

The entrance channel of ports at the open
sea is generally less vulnerable to
climate change effects as sea level rise
and resulting larger water depths bear
more opportunities than risks.
Table 2. Climate change impacts on construction
and operation of maritime access channels

Two general categories summarize key
characteristics
of
maritime
access
channels:
 Channel layout, i.e. plan view with
straight and curved sections
 Channel cross section characterized by
depth, width, side slopes, and lateral
restriction or non-restriction

Climate change
impact
Increase in water
temperature

Opportunities

Increase in water
depth as a direct
impact of sea level
rise

Larger water
depths in
maritime
access
channels

Changes in the tidal
regime of an estuary
as an indirect
impact of sea level
rise

In general, the layout and dimension of
maritime access channels are determined
as multiples of the design ship's beam and
draft, taking into account additional
factors like:
 Vessel traffic characteristics, e.g.
traffic mix and traffic density with
respect to one-way or two way traffic;
vessel's length; vessel's velocity with
respect to squat; overall vessel
maneuverability;
dangerousness
of
transported goods
 Environmental factors, e.g. tide, wind,
waves, and currents
 Structures, e.g. bridges with respect to
their clearance height as well as
lateral
constructions
like
piers,
training structures, and groins

Wind related
changes of the water
level due to changes
in the wind speed
and wind direction
distributions

Potentially
de-crease in
the number of
extreme low
water events

Risks
Restrictions to
blasting and
dredging works
due to low oxygen
content in warmer
water
Decrease in the
clearance height
under bridges

Potentially
initiation or
intensification of
tidal pumping and
thus increase in
upstream
sedimentation in
estuaries
Potentially
increase in the
number of extreme
low water events

Breakwaters and Jetties
Breakwaters and jetties border the port
basin and entrance from the sea or
estuary serving as a protection against
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waves an
nd current
ts. In som
me cases, the
inner sid
de of the construc
ction may
y be
used as a berthing place.
p
The orien
ntation and
d width of
f the entra
ance
opening between the brea
akwaters and
jetties must fulfilll two oppo
osing dema
ands,
which hav
ve to be ca
arefully ba
alanced:
 Conside
ering naviigational aspects, the
port en
ntrance should
s
be as wide as
possiblle
 For pro
otection of
o the inn
ner port and
the en
ntrance area aga
ainst wav
ves,
current
ts, and se
edimentatiion the p
port
entranc
ce should
d be as narrow as
possiblle
The ent
trance sh
hould be
e prefera
ably
oriented in such a way tha
at prevailling
winds blo
ow towards
s or opposite enter
ring
vessels a
as transverse wind
ds and wa
aves
may
cr
reate
diifficult
navigatio
onal
condition
ns. Entran
nce jetties should not
end in t
the highlly turbulent zone of
breaking waves.

Figure 1. Basic types
t
of brea
akwaters: Rubble mound
and vertical breakwaterr (above), composite
bre
eakwater (mid
ddle), piled a
and floating breakwater
(below
w)

Maiin impact
ts of cllimate ch
hange on
n
con
nstruction
n
and
operat
tion
off
bre
eakwaters and jettties are given in
n
Tab
ble 3.
Ta
able 3. Climate change im
mpacts on con
nstruction
and operat
tion of break
kwaters and jetties
j

Different
t types of breakwate
ers or jett
ties
can be dis
stinguishe
ed as follo
ows (Figure
e 1):
 Sloping
g or rubble
e-mound breakwater
b
r
 Vertica
al breakwa
ater
 Compos
site breakw
water
 Speciall breakwa
aters lik
ke piled or
floating breakwaters which
h are suita
able
in seapo
orts only to a limited extend due
to their
r high wav
ve transmission ratiio

Clim
mate change
impa
act
Increase in design
wate
er level as a
direct impact of se
ea
level rise
Wind
d related
chan
nges of the
design water level
due to
t changes in
the wind
w
direction
n
distr
ribution

Generally
y, the folllowing loads have to
o be
assessed within the
t
design
n process
s of
sloped or
r vertical breakwate
b
ers:
 Design w
water dept
th
 Design wave parameters
s like w
wave
height, wave pe
eriod and wave an
ngle
relative to the co
onstructio
on

Opportun
nities

Incre
ease in wave
run-up and
overt
topping
Potentiallly
decrease
e in
wave run
n-up
and overtopping
resulting
g in an
improvem
ment
of operattion
condi-tiions
on top off and
behind th
he
break-wa
ater

Increase in design
wave
e height (and
asso
ociated wave
period) due to
increasing wind
velo
ocity

Depending
shape
g
on
type,
and
transmiss
sibility of
o a break
kwater, w
wave
forces, w
wave run-u
up and ov
vertopping
g as
well as w
wave transmission and reflect
tion
have to be assess
sed to de
etermine the
breakwate
er's heig
ght and layout. The
latter should consiider armor unit weiight
and layer
r thicknes
sses in ca
ase of rub
bble
mound br
reakwaters
s and over
rall stabillity
in case off vertical breakwate
ers.

Chan
nge of design
wave
e angle due to
chan
nges in the wind
direction distribution
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Risks
s

Potentiallly
de-creasse in
wave-rellated
loads and
d
increase in
overall
ction
construc

Poten
ntially
incre
ease in wave
run-up and overtoppi
ing resulting
in a worsening
w
of
opera
ation
condi
itions on top
of an
nd behind the
break
k-water

Incre
ease in waverelat
ted loads and
decre
ease in
overa
all
const
truction
stabi
ility
Incre
ease in wave
run-up and
overt
topping
resul
lting in a
worse
e-ning of
opera
ation conditio
ons on top of
and behind
b
the
break
kwater
Poten
ntially
incre
ease in waverelat
ted loads and
decre
ease in
overa
all
const
truction
stabi
ility

Climate chang
ge
impact

Oppo
ortunities

Risks

stab
bi-lity

Potentially
increase in wa
ave
run-up and ov
vertopping result
ting
in a worsening
g of
operation
conditions on top
of and behind the
break-water

Pote
entially
de-crease in
wave run-up
and overping
topp
resu
ulting in an
improvement
of operation
o
cond
di-tions
on top
t
of and
behiind the
brea
ak-water
Increase in sa
alinity

Decrease in sa
alinity

wal
lls or sh
heet pile walls wh
hile open
n
str
ructures consist of load bear
ring slabs
s
on columns or pilles. The type off
str
ructure ch
hosen for
r a speciific berth
h
dep
pends on type
t
of ca
argo to be
e handled,,
live loads, wa
ater depth
h and wave
e action at
t
the
e berth as well as su
ubsoil conditions at
t
site. Generally, the design lifetime off
ber
rthing str
ructures iis long, with
w
60 or
r
mor
re years.
Maiin impacts of clim
mate chang
ge on the
e
des
sign of ber
rthing stru
uctures ar
re given in
n
Tab
ble 4. As climate iinduced changes in
n
win
nd directio
on and win
nd speed are
a
hardly
y
to predict, mainly
m
antticipated sea levell
rise can be considere
ed already
y today in
n
the
e design process as safety
y against
t
flooding is an importtant chara
acteristic
c
of terminal areas. In case a preparatory
y
ter
rminal heig
ghtening w
was missed
d or is not
t
ass
sumed to be
b cost-e
effective, mobile or
r
per
rmanent fl
lood prote
ections wa
alls can be
e
use
ed for retr
rofitting e
existing non floodpro
oofed
facilities
s.
Add
ditionally,,
att
tention mu
ust be giiven to eventually
e
y
inc
creasing wave
w
load
ds in th
he design
n
pro
ocess.

Increase in th
he
water's corros
sive
potential to s
steel
and concrete
structures
Decr
rease in
the water's
corr
rosive
pote
ential to
stee
el and
conc
crete
stru
uctures

As break
kwaters are long
g-living and
costly st
tructures, the cons
sideration
n of
anticipat
ted climate change
e effects is
highly re
ecommende
ed in the design
d
of new
structure
es. Increas
sing wave loads have
e to
be consid
dered in the determination
n of
unit
armor
w
weights
of
slo
oped
construct
tions or component
t weight and
stability of vertiical const
tructions.. It
may
be
a
reasona
able
to
conduct
sensitivit
ty analys
sis of in
ncident w
wave
height de
ependent on wave direction
n to
check if possible changes in the w
wind
direction
n distribution ma
ay lead to
significan
nt increas
ses of wave
e loads in the
port entr
rance and at
a termina
als.
be
Rising
water
le
evels
ha
ave
to
encounter
red by heightenin
h
ng the cr
rest
level or b
by arrange
ements off
fering a la
ater
heighteniing of the crest level, like wiider
bases and
d stronger foundatio
ons.

Fig
gure 2. Quay walls
w
as grav
vity, sheet piile or piled
structu
ure
Table
T
4. Clim
mate change iimpacts on de
esign and
mainten
nance of bertthing structu
ures

Quay Wallls, Piers, and
a
Dolphin
ns
Quay wa
alls, piers, and dolphins
d
are
structure
es offerin
ng the po
ossibility to
berth a ship an
nd to be
ear adequ
uate
handling facilitie
es. Whereas dolp
phin
berths a
are gener
rally open
n structu
ures
comprisin
ng differe
ent constr
ructions llike
breasting
g, mooring
g and appro
oach dolph
hins,
quay wallls and pie
ers can be
e construc
cted
as solid o
or open be
erth structures (Fig
gure
2). Solid structure
es are mad
de of grav
vity
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Clim
mate change
impa
act
Increase in annual
mean
n air
temp
perature

Increase in annual
mean
n water
temp
perature

Opportun
nities

Risks
s
Melti
ing
permafrost leads
to foundation
lems in
probl
highe
er altitudes
Incre
ease in
micro
obiolo-gical
activ
vity and conseque
ently
incre
ease in
micro
obiologically
indu-ced
corro
osion in the

Climate chang
ge
impact

Decrease in number
of days with s
subzero temperat
tures
Increase in ex
xtreme
low air tempe
erature
Increase in
precipitation
n
amount

Oppo
ortunities

Intensificatio
on of
wave climate due to
increasing wiind
velocities

Increase in sa
alinity

water level
alteration zon
ne of
sheet pile wallls

Decr
rease in salinit
ty

Immigration o
of
new species
potentially
leading to hig
gher
dete-rioratio
on
rates of timbe
er
elements, e.g.
dolphins

Acid
dification

Pote
entially
decr
rease in
the number of
hour
rs with
crit
tical wave
actiion at the
bert
th and
cons
sequently
decr
rease in
port
t operation
downtime
entially
Pote
lowe
er risk of
floo
oding of
the berth
faciilities

Opportun
nities

Risks
s
sheet
t piles and
gravi
ity walls

rease in
Decr
ice load

Increase in
extreme
intensity of e
storm events

Wind related
he water
changes of th
level due to c
changes
in wind speed
d and
wind directio
on
distribution
Increase in wa
ater
depth as a dir
rect
impact of sea
a level
rise

Clim
mate change
impa
act

Decr
rease in
ice load

Increase in
frequency of storm
events

Change of inc
cident
wave angles d
due to
changes in wiind
direction
distribution

Risks

Increase in gr
round
water level an
nd
conse-quently
y
increase in ac
ctive
e at
earth pressure
solid structur
res
Increase in th
he
number of
flooding event
ts at
the berth and
conse-quently
y
increase in po
ort
operation
downtime
Increase in sto
orm
surge water le
evels
and consequen
ntly
increase in po
ort
operation
downtime due to
g
berth flooding
Increase in wa
ave
action at the
berth and
consequently
ort
increase in po
operation
downtime
Potentially
increase in th
he
urs
number of hou
with critical w
wave
action at the
berth and
consequently
ort
increase in po
operation
downtime

Decrease
e in
corrosion
n of
steel and
d
concrete
e
elementss, e.g.
sheet pilles
and graviity
walls
Incre
ease in
corro
osion of steel
and concrete
c
eleme
ents, e.g.
sheet
t piles and
gravi
ity walls

VII. Implemen
ntation off Study Results
R
in
n
the
e Port Deve
elopment P
Planning of
o the Port
t
of Hamburg
H
Bas
sed on the IAPH-rep
port a case
e study on
n
pos
ssible impacts of cliimate chan
nge on the
e
des
sign of por
rt infra- and super
rstructure
e
has
s been wo
orked outt for the
e Port off
Ham
mburg. The
e Port of Hamburg (Figure 3))
is one of the
t
three
e largest European
n
por
rts with a turnover of 132 Miio. tons in
n
201
11 inclusiv
ve more th
han 9 Mio. TEU. The
e
est
tuarine sea
aport need
ds to be ca
alled at by
y
a passage
p
of
f about 1 00 km thr
rough the
e
tidal river El
lbe.

Fig
gure 3. View onto
o
the rive
er Elbe and the central
part of
o the Port o
of Hamburg [5
5]

Fir
rst, region
nal climatte change scenarios
s
hav
ve been analysed followed
d by the
e
exe
ecution of
f climate change se
ensitivity
y
and
d adaptive
e capacity
y analyses for the
e
Based
Por
rt
of
Hamburg.
H
on
this
s
information, considera
ations for planning,,
con
nstruction
n and main tenance ta
aking into
o
acc
count clim
mate change
e impacts have been
n
wor
rked out
t by th
he Hambu
urg Port
t
Aut
thority. More
M
infor
rmation is
s included
d
in [6].
[

Potentially
higher risk off
he
flooding of th
es
berth facilitie

Insufficient to
op
eleva-tion of the
berth struc-t
ture
and consequen
ntly
higher risk off
flooding of
operation
facilities
Increase in
corrosion of s
steel
and concrete
elements, e.g.

Climate Change on Regiional Scale
e
For
r northern
n Germany
y, twelve regionall
clim
mate proj
jections o
of dynamic
c regionall
mod
dels are available
a
[[7]. The ca
alculation
n
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models ha
ave differe
ent spatia
al resolutiions
between 1
10 km and 50 km and
d the analy
yses
were carr
ried out on the ba
asis of ar
real
mean valu
ues.
The estim
mations fo
or the pre
esent cent
tury
are based
d on a coup
ple of scenarios, wh
hich
are deriv
ved of dyna
amic and static
s
mod
dels
of global IPCC scen
narios for the region
n of
Hamburg. The scena
arios describe the ffollowing [8], see Figu
ure 4:
 Increas
se of the regional annual m
mean
tempera
ature of +2.9°C with
w
a m
more
distinct warming
g in the autumn and
winter months th
han in spring and su
ummer
 Slightly
y increase
e in water
r temperat
ture
and red
duction of days with frost
 It is likely that the preciipitation w
will
change significa
antly until the end
d of
this ce
entury with consid
derably dr
rier
summer
rs
and
considera
ably
wet
tter
winters
s - it is
i
expected that the
amount of prec
cipitation
n will ra
aise
about 7 to 12% and
a
heavy rainfall w
will
occur m
more often
n
 Changes
s in st
torm occurrence are
expecte
ed on a low
wer level and
a
also m
mean
wind ve
elocities will
w
change
e (+2% to +
+4%)
with a slightly modificat
tion of w
wind
direction distrib
bution
 The mean wate
er level will lik
kely
continu
ue to incre
ease, storm
m surges w
will
run up 3
30 to 110 cm
c higher by the end
d of
the cen
ntury
water dis
 Fresh w
scharge fo
or the tiidal
river E
Elbe will change se
easonally due
to drye
er summers
s and wette
er winters
s
 Immigra
ation of external thermoph
hile
species
s will in
ncrease in
i
the E
Elbe
estuary
y whereas
s species adapted to
lower temperatur
res will em
migrate
 It is fe
eared that
t in summ
mer a lack
k of
oxygen with con
ncentrations less t
than
3 mg/l will occu
ur more often in the
tidal riiver Elbe downstrea
t of
m the Port
d
Hambur
rg
lead
ding
to
furt
ther
restrictions in maintenanc
m
ce dredging
g
 It is po
ossible tha
at the brackish and the
turbidiity zone will move
m
furt
ther
towards
s Hambur
rg howev
ver yet an
intrusion of salt
ty water into
i
the P
Port
of Hamb
burg is not
t predicted

Figure 4. Projected local clim
mate changes
s in Hamburg
g
unt
til 2100 accorrding to [8]

Con
nsiderations for Pla
anning, Con
nstruction
n
and
d Maintenance
The
e described clima
ate chang
ge impact
t
sce
enarios for the regiion Hambu
urg strike
e
all construc
ction pack
kages in planning,,
con
nstruction
n and mainttenance.
Exp
pected cl
limate ch
hange impacts on
n
des
sign stand
dards in th
he Port of
f Hamburg
g
are
e the following:
 Due
D
to the expected minor inc
creases off
water
air
a
and
temperat
tures
no
o
for cha
necessity
n
anges in relevant
t
design
d
ca
alculation s exists as the
e
current
c
de
esign stan
ndards cov
ver a wide
e
range
r
of te
emperature
es
 If the tem
mperature
e increase
e will be
e
larger than currenttly expect
ted within
n
the
t
21st century, tthe large range off
temperatur
t
res can result in
i
larger
r
differences
d
s
in
air
and
d
water
r
temperatur
t
res
lead
ding
to
larger
r
internal constructi
c
ion tensiion. Only
y
then,
t
the design pa
arameters
s for new
w
constructi
c
ons have tto be adapt
ted
 Depending
D
on the iintensity of future
e
vents, th
extreme
e
weather
w
ev
he use off
stricter
s
design
standar
rds
and
d
adaptation
a
ns
in
s
structural
l
design
n
calculation
c
ns are pos
ssible. Cur
rrently, it
t
is in discussion to
o adapt the design
n
standards
s
of drain
nage systems for
r
roads,
r
bri
idges, ter
rminal areas, quay
y
re intens
walls,
w
etc
c. to mor
se design
n
rainfall
r
rates.
 Larger
L
rai
infall inttensities may also
o
oundwater
cause
c
rising
gro
r
levels
s
influencing
g the des
sign param
meters off
foundation
ns.
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 More extreme weather events in
conjunction with severe rainfall, storm
and storm surges will result in more
downtime in maintenance works
 But on the other hand less days with
frost will reduce the days with working
restrictions

 Currently, also an adaptation of the
storm surge design water level is in
discussion, as a more severe mean sea
level rise will result in higher flood
water levels in Hamburg. The three
federal states along the tidal river
Elbe, i.e. Lower Saxony, SchleswigHolstein and Hamburg, have worked on
this issue with special regard to a climate change addition. The political
implementation of the resulting higher
design water level for Hamburg is
expected in 2012/13.

In the following expected climate change
impacts on various harbour structures of
the Port of Hamburg are listed.

Expected climate change impacts on
construction schedules or methods in the
Port of Hamburg are as follows:
 A significant influence on construction
schedules or methods is not expected.
 An increase of temperature with a
decrease of number of days with frost
will
even
have
some
advantages
compared to today. Less expenditure
for post-treatment measures while
placing of concrete as well as less
terminal handling downtime days could
be a benefit.
 On the other hand more downtime days
due to extreme weather events (rainfall,
storm and storm surges) are expected.
Expected climate change impacts on
maintenance works in the Port of Hamburg:
 Continuous maintenance dredging is
required in the 100 km long maritime
access channel of the Port of Hamburg.
Assuming a rising mean sea level and
seasonally lower discharges more sedimentation may occur resulting in an
intensification
of
maintenance
dredging. Furthermore, rising water
temperatures will intensify oxygen
deficits resulting in restrictions in
the relocation of dredged sediments.
 Corrosion of sheet pile walls may
fasten
due
to
higher
water
temperatures
 Control and maintenance works have to
be carried out more often due to the
expected increase in precipitation and
storm intensities requiring a larger
number of field service personnel
 With higher temperatures more air
conditioning facilities are required
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The main hinterland connections of the
Port of Hamburg are roads with a share of
62%, followed by rail tracks (36%) and
inland waterways (2%). Within the 124 km
long road and the 304 km long rail net
bridge constructions have the longest
design life with 80 to 100 years, whereas
the design life of other infrastructures
is about 25 years. Therefore, all bridge
constructions are especially vulnerable
to climate change impacts. Concerning
the road and railway network, the
following impacts have to be considered:
 Rising extreme rainfalls will result in
new design standards for drainage
systems
 Higher storm intensities will result in
stronger anchorages, overhead live
wires,
and
control-safetycommunication equipment
 Higher storm water levels will result in
increasing flooding downtime of low
lying road and railway links as well as
in smaller clearance heights under
bridges and therefore eventually the
need of heightening of road and railway
crossings over water bodies
Concerning the hinterland connection by
the inland waterway Elbe the following
impacts have to be expected:
 Less ice cover will result in less
downtime
 Higher water levels will result in
smaller clearance heights under road
and railway bridges
 Dryer summer and wetter winter
seasons will result in navigational
difficulties in the middle part of the
river Elbe with respect to water levels
und sedimentation

 Higher water temperatures with higher
microbiological activity will result in
larger corrosion rates
 Higher
water
temperatures
with
increasing oxygen deficits will result
in dredging restrictions
 Larger storm surge levels will require
a heightening of flood protection
buildings on quays

The overall length of the structural flood
protection within the Port of Hamburg is
126 km, of which 26 km are public and
100 km are privately owned. The height of
the public flood protection is in the
range of +7.50 mNN and +9.25 mNN with
structures designed for a life span of
100 years, whereas the private flood
protection has a uniform height of
+7.50 mNN and alignment changes are
more frequent due to operational issues.
The following impacts have to be
considered:
 Larger storm surge water levels will
result in new design water levels
influencing protection heights and
impact loads as well as adaptation of
drainage
systems
including
enlargement of pipes, pumping stations
and retention basins
 Less days with sub-zero temperatures
will result in less ice load related
damages

140 road, railway and pedestrian bridges
with a design life of 80 to 100 years are
located in the Port of Hamburg. Higher
water levels will result in smaller
clearance
heights
and
consequently
larger passage times. In some cases even
a heightening of the bridge construction
might be necessary.
VIII.

Conclusions

Seaport infrastructure in general is
characterized
by
long
life
spans,
enforcing long-term planning horizons.
Climate change issues may impact the
construction and operation of seaports in
manifold ways, with respect to navigation
water
levels,
overhead
clearances,
sedimentation patterns, structural loads,
material deterioration, etc. Therefore,
early involvement of climate change
aspects, especially in port planning
processes of long living assets, is highly
recommended.

The mobile infrastructure includes seven
flood barriers (three public and four
privately owned), two pumping stations,
four tide gates and six locks. The
constructions are built for 80-100 years,
whereas
the
mechanical
parts
are
designed for 30 years and the electronic
parts for 15 years. The following climate
change impacts have to be expected:
 Higher storm surge water levels will
result in larger loads on structures and
foundations. As the existing structures
still
have
capacity
reserves
no
adaptation
measures
have
to
be
assumed for predicted climate change
impacts within the next 100 years.
 Operationally, higher storm surge
water levels will result in more
frequent closure of barriers resulting
in faster wear as well as navigational
and port economy restraints
 With larger expected sedimentation
rates larger problems may occur in
closing gates

In view of the immense damage potential
of climate change impact on port
structures,
an
understanding
and
consideration of the expected impacts of
future climate change by port planners,
port authorities, terminal operators and
asset managers allows for considerable
long term cost savings. At the broad
strategic level, forewarning experts and
authorities will allow them to better
prepare to deal with costly future effects.
Uncertainties in modeling climate change
prospects
are
still
significant,
especially on regional and local scale,
where currently, mainly climate change
tendencies are available. Furthermore,
restrictions for the assessment and
management of climate change challenges
to seaports exist, like differences in
planning horizons, lack of relevant

In the Port of Hamburg quay walls with a
lengths of 37.5 km and a design life of 50
to 60 years are installed. Climate change
may result in the following:
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information and treatment of uncertainty,
limited
climate
change
awareness
amongst
stakeholders,
financial
restrictions, and complexity of the
decision making process with respect to
climate change issues.
General statements on the vulnerability
of seaports to climate change are not
possible. In some cases, already today
climate change related problems in
seaports are obvious, like changing
properties of permafrost soils and
related foundation problems in higher
latitudes. Other climate change impacts
will
influence
port
planning
and
operation only at a later stage, because
in short and mid-term only minor effects
are effective or the vulnerability of the
system 'seaport asset' to the respective
climate
trend
is
only
marginal.
Additionally, ports located at the open
sea have to bear other loads than estuary
or
lock-separated
ports
and
the
sensitivity of cargo handling with
respect to wind and wave loads differs
with cargo type.

these
analyses
will
result
in
a
quantification of the vulnerability of the
seaport to climate change impacts.
Adaptation measures in seaports with
respect to climate change can be
distinguished in active and reactive
measures. Active measures are the appropriate solution for climate change
sensitive port assets in case their
expected lifetimes are long and a later
adaptation to climate change impacts may
be connected with a significant increase
in costs. Examples of active measures are:
 Using heat resistant materials like
concrete pavements instead of asphalt
 Using larger units in breakwater
construction due to an anticipated
increase in wave loads with respect to
sea level rise and/or larger wind speeds
 Provision of enough space and strength
for refitting flood protection measures
at a later stage
Adaptation measures to climate change
impacts can also be executed in a
reactive way if this will lead to no
significant increases in operational risks
and costs. An example for a reactive
measure is the shortening of maintenance
dredging
intervals
in
case
an
intensification
of
sedimentation
in
harbour entrance channels is observed.

Vulnerability can be described by three
components: exposure, sensitivity and
adaptation capacity. The determination
of the exposure of a specific port has to
be based on an analysis of climate change
impact scenarios on a regional scale.
Locally
relevant
climate
change
scenarios have to be defined on the basis
of existing global and regional findings.
Considering climate change aspects in
port planning always means the inclusion
of uncertainties of climate change
projections as well as changes in predictions, which will have to be accepted
not only today but also in future. All
planning must be done on the base of
scenarios including each a range of
values of specific climate data like
temperature, sea level rise, or rainfall
intensity.

Combining the analysis of vulnerabilities
of specific seaport assets to climate
change
and
the
development
of
appropriate
active
or
reactive
adaptation measures an effective climate
proof planning and operation procedure
can be established in ports and harbors.
In the Port of Hamburg, design criterions
for construction of quay walls, flood
protection, roads, railways, bridges,
drainage systems etc. have been checked
against projected local climate changes
to identify sensitivity and adaptive
capacity of port assets. The findings of
these analyses will be implemented in the
development planning of the Port of
Hamburg.

Subsequent to the definition of the
exposure to climate change a sensitivity
analysis and an adaptive capacity
analysis have to be conducted for the
port as a whole or for particular port
assets. The combination of the findings of
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